PACIFIC LAWYERS ASSOCIATION PRIZE FOR PACIFIC ISLANDS MOOTING

CODE NO P963

Faculty of Law

The Pacific Lawyers Association Prize for Pacific Islands Mooting was established in 2012 by the Pacific Lawyers Association. The Pacific Lawyers Association aims to develop and promote Pacific views within the New Zealand community, in addition to encouraging Pacific law students and young lawyers.

The main purpose of the Prize is to recognise and reward excellence in mooting on Pacific Islands issues at The University of Auckland. It will be awarded each year to the winner of the Pacific Islands Moot in the Faculty of Law.
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REGULATIONS:

1. The Prize will be known as the Pacific Lawyers Association Prize for Pacific Islands Mooting.
2. The value of the Prize will be $500.
3. The Prize will be awarded annually to the person who achieved the highest mark in the Pacific Islands Mooting competition in the Faculty of Law.
4. The Prize will be awarded by the University of Auckland Council on the recommendation of the Dean of the Faculty of Law (or nominee).
5. In the event of a tie for the highest mark, the value of the Prize will be shared equally among the recipients.
6. The University of Auckland has the power to amend or vary these regulations provided that there is no departure from the main purpose of the Prize.